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Abstract

A Research Based Physiology subject was developed to improve undergraduate students’ experimental design and written communication skills through the generation of a scientific manuscript. This subject consisted of active-learning lectures, small-group discussions and formative feedback on students’ drafts of sections of the manuscript. Students were segregated into low-, middle- and high-achievers based on their prior level of achievement. Analysis was performed on students enrolled in Semester 1 and Semester 2 (n = 332) in 2013. Our data demonstrated that there was a significant positive Kendall’s rank co-efficiency between the number of drafts submitted and the scientific manuscript assignment mark for low- and middle-achievers. Furthermore, for these groups, there was a significant positive Kendall’s rank coefficient between students’ prior level of achievement and their assignment mark, with no coefficient between their prior level of achievement and number of drafts submitted. However there was no coefficient between prior level of achievement and number of drafts submitted for all groups. A significant positive Kendall’s rank coefficient between prior level of achievement and either theoretical content or experimental design marks exists for middle-achievers only. Finally, all groups had a significant improvement in their assignment grade and experimental design marks compared to their prior level of achievement. However only low- and middle-achievers demonstrated an improvement in their theoretical content mark compared to their prior level of achievement. Therefore, this study demonstrates that scaffolded learning using active-learning lectures, small-group discussions and collaborative workshops, may enable students to develop their experimental design skills, but more importantly can be used to develop written scientific communication skills.

Introduction

Scientific communication, as a core competency, has previously been emphasised in the context of undergraduate education (National Research Council, 2003). More recently, employers and the government are specifically focused on the development of scientific written communication skills in undergraduate degrees (see ALTC, 2011; DEEWR, 2011; Graduate Outlook Survey, 2013). Traditional science curricula typically are developed to teach discipline content and not scientific literacy skills (Drury and Muir, 2014). Consequently, there is an increasing emphasis on the specific pedagogies that will develop scientific literacy and communication skills. Based on this, science educators have promoted the development of specific scientific communication in the science curriculum, with some researchers focused on modelling effective communication through the critiquing and dissection of scientific manuscripts (Gillen, 2006; Mulnix, 2003). Two key skills imbedded in this are the effective communication and understanding of scientific research (Brownwell et
Primary scientific literature is a gold standard for the effective communication of scientific data to a specific target audience, and the ability of students to dissect and understand scientific literature is important in the development of their scientific literacy (Kardash, 2000). Particularly, educators believe that scientific manuscripts can help in the development of scientific processing skills (Gillen, 2006) and scientific comprehension (Mulnix, 2003). However, others disagree as they believe that scientific manuscripts are too difficult for undergraduate students to comprehend (Porter, 2005; Smith, 2001). One issue associated with a scientific manuscript as a literacy tool may be that simply teaching students to write a scientific manuscript may not be sufficient in improving their scientific communication skills. Core to the production of a scientific manuscript, students must be provided with the relevant understanding and opportunity to develop their understanding of areas of theoretical content of the manuscript, data analysis and experimental design skills. Potentially, the degree of difficulty in the scientific manuscript task may be associated with a clear lack of understanding of the underlying principles that are fundamental to experimental design, which occurs independently of critiquing scientific language and theoretical content. One additional issue associated with this is that educators have students with varied abilities and learning styles which may reduce the effectiveness of the task. Thus, it has been suggested that diversity in education styles and modes of delivery are important in accommodating students’ differences through the use of multiple methods and tasks (Rivard, 2004).

Of importance in any design of an intervention is the key concept that learners’ characteristics, such as prior achievement level, which are essential to the success of any interventional programs that are associated with a subject (Lehr and Harris, 1988). A curriculum that emphasized critical thinking, problem-solving and conceptual understanding through communication is believed to be an effective tool for low-achiever students to improve their understanding of complex content and improve scientific literacy (Glatthorn, 1991). Furthermore, others have suggested that peer-instruction, small-group or workshop activities and cooperative learning may enhance the theoretical understanding of low-achievers (Cuban, 1989; Thornburg, 1991). Previous studies have used multiple activities to enhance the learning of students, and specifically identified that low-achievers performed better when a task utilises peer discussion to explain tasks, while high-achievers preferred written tasks to enhance their learning (Rivard, 2004; Rivard and Straw, 2000).

Based upon these previous findings, we have developed a Research-Based Physiology subject, which aims to improve undergraduate students’ abilities to communicate science effectively through their development of experimental design, data analysis. To cater for low-, middle- and high-achiever undergraduate students, we employed multiple individual and group tasks using a variety of learning approaches to scaffold the development of a number of skills that will enhance their written scientific written communication skills (Figure 1). These tasks enabled small-group work, discussion and writing to develop scientific communication, theoretical knowledge and experimental design skills across a diverse cohort of students. The Research Based Physiology subject is a component of the 2nd year Bachelor of Science degree that is a core subject for the Physiology major.
Method

Based on the previous studies, our research hypothesis was: Does a scaffolded learning approach support the writing of a scientific manuscript assignment, so that irrespective of their prior achievement levels, students can obtain a high level of achievement?

Participants

Students enrolled in the undergraduate Bachelor of Science degree at The University of Melbourne (Melbourne, Victoria, Australia) participated in this study. Students were in their second year of this degree program. The average age of participants was 19.6 ± 0.8 years and 54% of the participants were female. All students had completed at a minimum the first year of the undergraduate degree. Students enrolled in Research-Based Physiology in either Semester 1 or Semester 2 (332 students) in 2013, were investigated. Students were excluded from this study if they did not submit their assignment task, their mark for the task was penalised for lateness, or their average total mark for each subject completed in their degree thus far (prior level of achievement) was not available.

For the analysis of the study, students were classed as low-achievers if their average prior level of achievement was below 65 (out of a maximum of 100), middle-achievers was between 66 and 79 and high achievers greater than 80. At the University of Melbourne, a mark of 80 or above is the highest level of achievement (H1), while a mark below 65 is equivalent to a pass (P), with a mark below 50 a fail.

Design

Students enrolled in Research Based Physiology undertook a scaffolded learning approach with active-learning lectures, small-group discussions and collaborative work during workshops to develop their experimental design and scientific communication skills. These skills were assessed using a range of formative online learning tasks and a summative scientific manuscript assessment task, as well as an exam designed to assess both their experimental design skills and theoretical content knowledge (Figure 1).

The examination consisted of 20 multiple choice questions and four long answer questions (worth 20 marks each), which addressed their understanding of experimental design and physiological concepts. Of the 12 total lectures taught during the semester, five lectures were focused on experimental design and scientific reporting (hypothesis generation, controls, ethics, protocol design and the structure of the different sections of the manuscript). In these lectures, examples from other scientific manuscripts were used to explicitly teach students best practice and to allow students to critically review the manuscript examples provided. Lectures incorporated the use of an audience response system to choose the best example, with discussion on the limitations of alternative responses also undertaken.

Students also attended four workshops that focused on experimental design and data analysis to develop their scientific comprehension skills. In each workshop students worked in small groups (consistent across the semester, group size = 5 - 7). Discussion was focused on using the knowledge gained in the lectures, to address specific scenario-based questions on the scientific method. For example, students would use their understanding of hypothesis generation and controls to formulate a hypothesis and generate a basic study protocol focused on caffeine use and its effects on heart rate in humans. Students would write their responses to these questions and submit a group assessment task at the completion of these workshops (Figure 1).
Figure 1. Subject structure to enhance experimental design and scientific communication. Subject structure for students enrolled in Research Based Physiology at The University of Melbourne. Students were explicitly taught concepts of research design in a lecture format. Students also participated in group workshops to apply their understanding about experimental design and complete scenario-based assessment tasks. Finally students submitted a variety of assessment tasks either individually or in groups to enhance the development of their scientific writing skills.

To assess students scientific communication skills, students individually submitted a scientific manuscript. To assist with the development of their scientific writing skills, individual students were able to voluntarily submit drafts based on the different sections of their final scientific manuscript assignment for formative feedback. The manuscript used data which was generated in the practical class setting from 29-30 student subjects following the same protocol. Students measured respiratory and cardiovascular parameters in a subject exposed to room air, compared to the same subject exposed to either elevated (42°C) or reduced (12°C) temperature. Students enrolled in Research Based Physiology designed the experimental protocol, generated the data, and were explicitly taught how to analyse the data using the basic measurements of mean, standard error of the mean and a paired Students T-test. All students completed the same protocol to allow for data to be generated that could be analysed statistically, and all students submitted the scientific manuscript assignment based on the same data. Assessment criteria for the scientific manuscript assignment included content knowledge, as well as marks allocated to students for conforming to the standards of scientific literacy in a scientific manuscript format.

In addition to the tasks focused on the scientific manuscript, students were taught theoretical physiological content focused on the respiratory and cardiovascular systems. This content
provided the basic understanding for the parameters that were measured in the experiment designed by the students. Students submitted assessment tasks focused on their understanding of the respiratory and cardiovascular systems after performing basic laboratory tests such as spirometry and blood pressure measurements. Marks for these tasks were not considered for the analyses presented in this manuscript.

For all tasks submitted either individually or as a group, students obtained timely feedback (within 1 week) and despite some tasks being formative, there were defined deadlines for submission. The assessment tasks were marked by 12 demonstrators who facilitated the learning of the students in the practical classes and workshops. All demonstrators had an education level of at least an undergraduate Bachelor’s degree, with each demonstrator given a detailed marking rubric and correct responses, to ensure similar standards for all demonstrators. All demonstrators undertook training to ensure consistency in comprehension, and teaching standards across the groups. In addition, approximately 20% of the assignments were remarked by independent persons associated with the subject. Typically demonstrators marked between 11 and 26 scientific manuscript assignments. For the scientific communication assignment there was no significant difference in the average marks across the different demonstrators. Demonstrators were not aware of the prior level of achievement of the students.

All marks are expressed as a percentage of the maximum mark for each component, with 100 being the maximum mark. The independent measures consisted of the number of formative drafts submitted by the student as well as the marks obtained by the students for 1) their average prior level of achievement from subjects completed prior to Research Based Physiology, 2) the students’ mark for the scientific manuscript assignment, 3) the students’ average mark for all assessment testing theoretical content in Research Based-Physiology overall and finally 4) the students’ average mark for all experimental design content in Research Based Physiology overall.

Statistics
All statistical analyses were conducted using SPSS. All data is reported as mean ± SEM, to indicate the variability of the data. Statistical significance was accepted at p < 0.05. Kendall’s rank coefficients were calculated between two variables (drafts vs assignment; drafts vs prior level of achievement; prior level of achievement and assignment; prior level of achievement and theoretical content; prior level of achievement and experimental design) within each achievement level. Repeated measures ANOVA with the Bonferroni adjustment for multiple comparisons was used to compare marks (prior level of achievement, assignment, theoretical content and experimental design) within each achievement level. One way ANOVA with a Bonferroni post-hoc test was used to compare the number of drafts between the different achievement levels.

Results
A number of findings were identified from our analysis. Firstly overall, there was a significant difference in the number of drafts submitted by the different groups, so that high-achiever students submitted the greatest number of drafts and the low-achiever students submitted the least number of drafts (Figure 2).
Figure 2. Average number of drafts submitted from students enrolled in Research Based Physiology in 2013, grouped according to their prior level of achievement. The maximum number of voluntary drafts is 4. Significant differences (p<0.05, one-way ANOVA, with a Bonferroni post-hoc test) between the achiever groups are indicated by lower case letters that differ (a, b, c); for example “a” is different from “b” and “c”. Data are represented as means ± standard error of the mean (n = 55-188).

Within each achievement level, there was no significant Kendall’s rank coefficient with the students’ prior level of achievement and the number of formative drafts submitted (Table 1). Low and middle-achievers, but not high-achievers, had a significant Kendall’s rank coefficient between the number of drafts they submitted and their final assignment grade (Table 1).

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Number of drafts vs Assignment mark</th>
<th>Number of drafts vs Prior Level of Achievement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low-achiever (n = 89)</td>
<td>0.218*</td>
<td>0.084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle-achiever (n = 188)</td>
<td>0.212*</td>
<td>0.108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-achiever (n = 55)</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>0.211</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. P* <0.05

Secondly, only low- and middle-achiever students had a significant Kendall’s rank coefficient between their scientific manuscript assignment mark and their average prior level of achievement, with no significant Kendall’s rank coefficient observed in high-achiever students (Table 2).
Thirdly, a significant Kendall’s rank coefficient was obtained for the middle-achievers’ for the theoretical content and experimental design marks compared to their prior level of achievement (Table 2). No significant Kendall’s rank coefficient was obtained for the comparison between the theoretical content and experimental design marks, and the prior level of achievement for low- and high-achievers (Table 2).

Finally, within group comparisons demonstrated that, for all groups, there was a significant increase in their assignment mark compared to their prior level of achievement (Figure 3). Further, there was a significant improvement from their average prior level of achievement compared to both the theoretical content and experimental design mark, for the low- and middle-achievers. High-achievers showed an improvement in their experimental design mark, but no difference in their theoretical content mark for Research Based Physiology compared to their prior level of achievement (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Breakdown of marks from students enrolled in Research Based Physiology in 2013, divided into prior achievement status. The average marks (out of 100) for the students enrolled in Research Based Physiology for their average prior level of achievement, assignment mark, mark from theoretical content in the subject as a whole and mark from experimental design components in the subject as a whole. Significant differences (p<0.05,
repeated measures with the Bonferroni adjustment for multiple comparisons) within the achiever groups are indicated by lower case letters that differ (a, b, c); for example “a” is different from “b” and “c”, but “a,b” is not different from “a” or “b”. For each mark, significant differences (p<0.05, one-way ANOVA, with a Bonferroni post-hoc test) between the achiever groups are indicated by upper case letters that differ (A, B, C, etc); for example “A” is different from “B”. Data are represented as means ± standard error of the mean (n = 55-188).

Between the different groups, the assignment marks, theoretical content and experimental design marks for middle achievers were significantly higher than those of the low achievers, with high-achievers receiving a higher assignment mark then both low- and middle-achievers (Figure 3). However, there was no difference between the middle- and high-achievers for their theoretical and experimental design marks (Figure 3).

Discussion

We describe the use of a scaffolded learning approach, with active-learning lectures, small-group discussions and collaborative workshops, to teach basic science students’ experimental design and scientific communication skills modelled on a scientific manuscript. The comparison of students’ prior average mark, and their scientific manuscript assignment mark supports the hypothesis that this scaffolded learning approach improved their scientific literacy by writing of a scientific manuscript assignment, irrespective of students’ prior achievement.

The approach employed utilised a variety of techniques to develop the understanding of a number of key topics including the basics of experimental design, theoretical knowledge and scientific communication. Variability in formats ensured students’ learning styles were all catered for irrespective of their achievement level and that this approach provided students with an opportunity to develop their skills through initial modelling of best practice, followed by feedback on their own work. Students were given opportunities to develop their writing skills through lectures which explicitly described the key aspects of the different sections of the manuscript, as well as formative drafts. The high-achievers submitted a significantly higher number of drafts compared with low- and middle-achievers (Figure 2), which may be the result of the high-achievers preferring written assessment tasks (Rivard, 2004). However, the number of drafts high-achievers submitted did not correlate with their assignment mark or prior level of achievement (Table 1). Anecdotally, students’ noted that a scientific manuscript assessment task was novel, and as this task is not simply based on rote learning, high-achievers may have found it to be a challenge.

With the adoption of the scaffolded learning approach, in all groups, there was a significant increase between students’ average prior level of achievement and their assignment mark (Figure 3). Between the different groups, the assignment mark was significantly higher for the high-achievers, compared to the low- and middle-achievers, which suggests that despite the improvement in the assignment marks, that the students “ranking” within their overall student co-hort is unaltered by the scaffolded learning approach. This could possibly be due to some students’ lack of engagement with the learning tasks, as evident by the lower number of drafts submitted by the low- and middle-achievers (Figure 2). Of interest, middle-achievers obtained the same marks for the theoretical content and experimental design as the high-achievers (Figure 3). Theoretical content and experimental design were largely taught in interactive lectures, group workshops and traditional practical classes. Thus, this
scaffolded learning environment may have favoured middle-achiever students. Anecdotally, students actively engaged in group discussion workshops, and students indicated that this mode of instruction allowed them to develop their ideas and knowledge. Future studies should clarify the preferred mode of teaching for this cohort.

Importantly, there was no correlation between the number of drafts and the students’ average prior achievement (Table 1). However, there was a significant correlation between the number of drafts submitted and students’ assignment mark in low- and middle-achiever groups (Table 1). Thus, for low- and middle-achievers there was benefit in submitting more drafts, as it increased their assignment mark. These findings are not surprising, further reinforcing evidence of previous long held beliefs about student engagement and its effect on academic performance. Thus, students that are engaged with the task and submit more drafts may have an improvement in their written scientific communication skills. For middle-achievers, their assignment, theoretical content and experimental design marks all correlated with their prior level of achievement. While for low-achievers only the assignment mark correlated with their prior level of achievement (Table 2). Thus, the scaffolded learning approach adopted in Research Based Physiology best supported middle-achievers in this cohort.

In general students enjoyed Research Based Physiology, and saw benefits of its structure and design. From the student experience survey:

“The thermoregulation prac was good fun. Planning it, running it and also despite being stressful the write up was actually kind of fun too. I also really loved that we had a prac every week that related to the lecture content taught. I thought it was a fantastic way to introduce topics to us.”

Despite engaging with the subject, others used the content in Research Based Physiology to identify future areas of interest that would not be of consideration for their careers. From the student experience survey:

“The best aspect of this subject is getting to learn a little bit about what the world of research is like, as that is somewhere I want to go to (though not in this field).”

Writing scientific literature which encompasses high order critical thinking, science comprehension and communication is often a challenge for students (Drury and Muir, 2014). As previously described, an important characteristic of the Research Based Physiology subject was that tasks were interdependent with concepts associated with the scientific manuscript task, comprised of organised networks of related information. This structure is thought to enable students to better understand the task itself (Glynn and Muth, 1994) In the current study we have specifically developed a whole subject approach that enhances scientific communication through a scaffolded approach which uses best-practice models, peer discussion and assessment tasks that are linked. Certainly, there is an emerging ideology that the best methods to accommodate student differences are based on a variety of formats, with teaching approaches informed by research (Rivard, 2004). Importantly, to allow students to maximise such a strategy it is critical that there is clarity in the learning sequences, as well as a clear description of the “pathway” that will be followed to achieve a successful outcome. In line with this, assessment tools need to produce ongoing, reliable records of learning. Further, continuous assessment allows for ongoing feedback which students can use to develop their skills. From the student experience survey:

“The continuous assessment throughout semester helped me get a better idea of how I was going in the subject.”
An essential component of this subject was the group discussion tasks. Previous work has suggested that the use of peer discussion can enhance scientific learning (Rivard, 2004). Group discussion tasks in Research Based Physiology did have an assessment component. However, these were based on a single submission by the group. Therefore, for this analysis and discussion of the subject as a whole, group assessment tasks and their associated marks were not included in the discussion of this manuscript. Group membership was assigned by surname and the particular class (students were allocated to 5 different practical classes), so that there was heterogeneity in the groups based on average prior level of achievement. Of importance to this, a previous study has demonstrated that group heterogeneity is not a determinant factor in the efficacy of students’ learning (Cheng et al, 2008).

A number of limitations exist in this study. Firstly, within this study design there is not a true “control”. That is a cohort of students who undertook the scientific communication task, without the scaffolded learning approach which included direct instruction, group-discussion as well as formative feedback. Notwithstanding this, variability did exist between the groups, suggesting that the major findings were not confounded by this lack of control group. Secondly, we did not assess the prior level of experience in writing a scientific manuscript assessment task. We assumed that an increase in their scientific manuscript task compared to their average prior level of achievement was an indication of an improvement in their written scientific skills. Certainly based on anecdotal evidence, a number of students independently had described how during their degree program thus far there were no similar assessment tasks and certainly no task where the content closely mirrored the assessment components in the same manner. All students enrolled in Research Based Physiology have 2 semesters of a first year Biology subject and 1 semester of a first year quantitative science subject (chemistry, physics, maths, or psychology) as a pre-requisite. However, there are a varied number of other prior learning subjects that students have completed. Therefore, students may have been exposed to a broad range of prior subjects which may have enhanced understanding of the principal task. Thirdly, students’ prior exposure to the theoretical content in a lecture based Human Physiology subject may have occurred previously, or concurrently. Because the two subjects do not have a mirroring of content, students who previously completed the full semester of Human Physiology may have a broader background theoretical knowledge, compared to students undertaking the subjects concurrently. However, the nature of the assessment tasks in Research Based Physiology and the content was such that there is likely to be little benefit from completing the Human Physiology subject prior to Research Based Physiology. Finally, the subject, in its current form, can be a challenge, as the recruitment of knowledgeable and adequately trained demonstrators can be a limitation, especially in some educational University environments. Fortunately this is not an issue at our University, but must be taken into consideration when adopting such a learning approach. However aspects of this subject could be adopted to enhance the learning outcomes of the student group, and provide diverse education for students with differences in their prior level of achievements.

In summary, this study describes a scaffolded learning approach to enhance experimental design and scientific communication skills in a Bachelor of Science cohort. The use of active-learning lectures, small group discussion and formative feedback helped to develop scientific literacy skills in the student cohort. A significant improvement between their average prior level of achievement and assignment mark was noted in all students irrespective of their average levels of achievement. Therefore, utilising multiple modes of teaching provided benefits to students across all prior achievement levels. The scaffolded learning approach, either in its entirety or individual components, would be adaptable to scientific subjects.
across a number of disciplines. Future studies should determine if these skills are retained in subsequent undergraduate years.
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